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In Chronological Order
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How We Define Color - Color Gamut Models:

• Believe it or not, we didn’t always have ROYGBIV to thank for all the Colors of the Rainbow
Red, Blue, Orange, Yellow and Brown were not always words in our vocabulary. Pink was the last color to have a name and modern color theory was not considered 
a science until Newton did his experiments on splitting sunlight with a prism in the 1660s.

Investigations into the origins of the word blue suggests that perception of blue did not exist before there was a word to describe 
it. Every language first had a word for black and for white, or dark and light. The next word for a color to come into existence — 
in every language studied around the world — was red, the color of blood and wine.

After red, historically, yellow appears, and later, green (though in a couple of languages, yellow and green switch places). The 
last of these colors to appear in every language is blue. If you think about it, blue doesn’t appear much in nature — there are 
almost no blue animals, blue eyes are rare, and blue flowers are mostly human creations. There is, of course, the sky, but is 
that really blue? Many Ancient sources and even scriptures that contemplate the heavens continuously still do not necessarily 
see it as “blue.”

The only ancient culture to develop a word for blue was the Egyptians — and as it happens, they were also the only culture that 
had a way to produce a blue dye from Lapis Lazuli (a blue colored gemstone).

Orange is the color between red and yellow on the spectrum of light, and in the traditional color wheel used by painters. Its 
name is derived from the fruit orange. Orange did not appear in the English language until the early 1500’s. Pink wasn’t used as 
a color name in the late 17th century. Pinks were referred to as whitish-red or light-red. Not as the color of love.

This leads us to an interesting conclusion. If their is no language to describe a color family, can we understand it enough to 
separate it from other colors? From my own experiences, I would say that we do perceive the colors we don’t have words for, 
but without any way to separate them for other colors near to it, we simply don’t think much about it and certainly cannot explain 
it to someone else with anything other than the language we know.

Without a language to describe color, color definition cannot begin. Even the perception of color cannot take place 
without language to organize the color families in the mind of the individual. Having said that, we can now go on to the 
systems we use today to categorize color science (Colorimetry).
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The term color gamut refers to the range of colors a device or color model can 
reproduce, the larger or wider the gamut the more rich saturated colors avail-
able. As color gamuts become smaller it is generally these rich saturated colors 
that are the first to suffer, a phenomena technically referred to as clipping.

In color reproduction, including computer graphics and photography, the gamut, or 
color gamut, is a certain complete set of colors. The most common usage refers to the 
subset of colors which can be accurately reproduced within a given color space or by a 
certain output device.
     In another sense, less frequently used but not less correct, it refers to the complete 
set of colors found within an image at a given time. In this context, digitizing a pho-
tograph, converting a digitized image to a different color space, or outputting it to a 
certain output device generally alters its gamut, in the sense that some of the colors in 
the original are lost or changed in the process.
     Generally, the color gamut is specified in the hue–saturation plane, and a color 
model can usually produce colors over a wide intensity range within its color gamut. 
For a subtractive color system (such as used in printing), the range of intensity avail-
able in the system is for the most part meaningless without considering print-specific 
properties (such as the lighting, paper and the ink).
     When certain colors cannot be expressed within a particular color model, those 
colors are said to be out of gamut. For example, while pure blue can be expressed in 
the RGB color space, it cannot be expressed in the CMYK color space; pure blue is out 
of gamut in the CMYK color space.
     A device’s color gamut, or a color space can best be defined in three dimensional 
space, but as we shall see, this has evolved over time from simpler models of color 
communication.
     The model of any gamut is often displayed in multiple ways to try to get the concept 
across to the reader, but technically, a three-dimensional color gamut can be described 

mathematically, in (x,y,z) coordinates or in tables to record its total values. It is im-
portant to note that by using mathematics, color models and gamuts can be mapped 
in a multitude of shapes, like the shape of the earth can be looked at as a flat map, a 
sphere or in slices. So even though the color gamuts will be shown in the most popular 
geometry, it does not have to be envisioned in just that way.

In the following pages of this section, many of the most popular color gamut models 
will be discussed. There are more than these to be sure, but this provides the best 
examples of color spaces used around the world to communicate color.

How We Define Color - Color Gamut Models:

Color Gamut, Color Spaces and Color Models ( A CORE CONCEPT OF COLOR MANAGEMENT )

What is a Color Gamut and Why is it Used to Describe Color?

Color Gamut (Space) Examples:

Points in X,Y,Z Coordinates

Color Table
Gamut 2D Slice

Geometric 
Shape
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How We Define Color - Color Gamut Models:

• The Earliest Attempts at Systematizing Color...  (Early c.300’s to c.1660s]
Long before the modern age, philosophers like Aristotle and Leonardo DaVinci attempted to understand the relationships between colors.

Aristotle (330BC) to Aguilon Early (1600s)
Among earliest systems, the most influential was the linear scale devised by Aristotle, based on 
the idea that colors might be formed by the mixing in various proportions of white and black. In 
his Peri Aistheseos kai Aistheton (On sense and what is sensed, c. 330 B.C.), Aristotle arranged 
five chromatic colors on a line between white and black, with the lighter colors beginning with 
yellow close to white, and the darker colors beginning with blue close to black.

The Persian philosopher Avicenna in the eleventh century, various writers attempted to further 
resolve color family systems, in which from two to seven sequences (“paths” or “families”) of 
colors stretch between black and white. There are no contemporary illustrations of Avicenna’s 
simple system or of the more elaborate one by his 13th century commentator Al Tusi, but the 
Finnish mathematician Sigfridus Forsius (1611) used circular diagrams to illustrate a comparable 
pair of systems, a two-path “ancient” system and a five-path “right” system. These diagrams 
show the arcing sequences as straight and curved lines stretching between black and white. 
Several writers have interpreted the array of arcs in Forsius’ second diagram as a sphere, but 
neither the diagram nor the accompanying text provide evidence that Forsius intended this. In the 
simpler multi-linear systems each sequence includes more than one hue in the modern sense, 
but in others the sequences are effectively tint/shade scales of a single major hue category. Tint/
shade scales are described in painter’s practical manuals from the twelfth century, and continue 
to feature prominently in later color order systems.

The elaborate diagram by the Jesuit mathematician Francois D’Aguilon (1567-1617) ingeniously 
reconciles three disparate systems: a linear scale of the Aristotelian kind, circular genera like 
those of Avicenna and Forsius, and the newly ascendant trichromatic system of three primary 
colors - yellow, red and blue. The graceful arcs in the upper part of the diagram resemble similar 
arcs in medieval musical diagrams.

Aristotle’s Color Line: (c.330 BC )

Leonardo DaVinci: (c.1500)

Al Tusi  (c.1200s) &
Forsius: (c.1611 )

D’Aguilon: (c.1613)

Credit: http://www.huevaluechroma.com/071.php
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How We Define Color - Color Gamut Models:

• Artist’s Names for Color Mixing - Color Terms: Shades, Tints, Tones & Hues  (Early 1200’s to Present]
As artist had more pigments available, they could create more varieties of colors. Many artist mixed their own pigments and took inspiration from nature. As the 
enlightenment (c.1685 - c.1815) took hold, more information was shared and artist paints began to take on common names and formula for creating them. Of 
course, it was common for artist to mix paints pigments together and they decided, as a community, what to call the common mixtures.

Hues, Tints Tones and Shades

• Hue: The Color Family (green, yellow, red, blue) 

• Tints: Created when you add white to any hue on the color wheel. This will lighten 
 and de-saturate the Hue, making it less vibrant. 

• Tones: Created when you add any shade of gray to a hue. This will desaturate  
 the hue and make it darker. 

• Shades: Created when you add Black to a Hue. This results in a rich, often more 
 intense and darker color.

Warm & Cool Colors The yellows and reds of the color 
spectrum are associated with fire, 
heat, sun, and warmer tempera-
tures; also called hot colors.

The blues and greens of the color 
spectrum are associated with water, 
sky, ice, and cooler temperatures; 
also called cold colors.

Pure
Color

Gray

Tone

Black

Shade

White

Tint
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How We Define Color - Color Gamut Models:

• Artist’s Names for Color Mixing - More Common Color Terms  (Early 1200’s to Present]
As color mixing and the range of color communication continued across the continents, color terminology grew as well. New words used to describe color came 
into the vocabulary of artists and artist’s schools to easily communicate color concepts over time.

Other Artistic Color Terms
Primary Colors: Red, Blue and Green in Additive colors, Cyan, Magenta and Yellow in a Subtrac-
tive Color Space or possibly Red, Blue and Yellow depending on the color space.

Secondary Colors: An even mixture of two primary colors yields a secondary color. A mixture of 
Red and Blue makes Purple, a secondary color.

Tertiary Colors: A tertiary color is a color made by mixing full saturation of one primary color with 
half saturation of another primary color and none of a third primary color, in a given color space 
such as RGB, or CMYK. 

Triadic colors: A third (1/3) around the color wheel.

Analogous Colors: Colors that are next to each other on the color wheel. Similar colors close in 
hue can be considered analogous.

Complimentary Colors: A color that is one directly across the 12-step color wheel from another. 
Our favorite Christmas colors, red and green, are perfect examples of complementary colors. Also 
called Contrary or Opposite colors because they cancel each other out when mixed together to 
make gray like colors.

Monochromatic Color: Colors within the same hue or Value, all tints and tones of a single color.

Achromatic Color: Grayscale colors, shades and tints of black and white. Basically, achromatic 
means “without color”.

Value: The value is a measurement of the brightness of a color. The brighter a color is, the higher 
is its value and the more light it emits. For instance, a vivid yellow is brighter than dark blue, there-
fore its value is higher than that of the blue.

Intensity: This refers to the purity of a hue. Intensity is also known as Chroma or Saturation. The 
highest intensity or purity of a hue is the hue as it appears in the spectrum or on the color wheel. A 
hue reduced in intensity is called a tone.

Image Credit: http://www.craigkunce.com/df.color.html
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How We Define Color - Color Gamut Models:

• The First Modern Color Organization Systems... (c.1660’s to Present]
A successful color ordering system requires an appropriate organization, the correct number of colors to include, and the proper 
medium in which to present its information.

What is the simplest design that can communicate a relationship among colors? 
It might be no more than a bar or line, perhaps based on the shape that appears 
when light is passed through a prism. Bars of colors convey two basic ideas -   
Color exists and it has a regular order.

Newton’s Color Circle (1666)
Newton took the bar of colors created by the passage of light through a prism and trans-
formed it into a segmented circle, where the size of each segment differed according to his 
calculations of its wavelength and of its corresponding width in the spectrum. The placement 
and size of the colored sections of Newton’s circle suggested other mathematical and har-
monic relationships.

The Color Line: (1666 to Present)

Color tables expand the color bar, literally and figuratively. They offer a similarly 
recognizable display of information, but one that suggests interior relationships 
through size, shape, or placement of the colored areas. Above is Richard 
Waller’s table from 1686.

The Color Table: (1670’s to Present)

The Color Wheel History: (1708 to Present)

Above Image Credit: http://designworkplan.com/2009/02
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How We Define Color - Color Gamut Models:

• The Painter’s Color Wheel - RBY Colorspace  (Early 1700’s to Present]

Color Wheel - Red, Blue, Yellow Colorspace (RBY)
In 1769, Jacob Christian Schäffer – a naturalist, inventor and German Evangelical 
superintendent of Regensburg – tackled the limitations of the table format in his own 
color system. The color wheel quickly replaced books filled with tables of colors that 
are very hard to print, inaccurate, expensive and difficult to distribute. He gave blue, 
red, and yellow pride of place in his hierarchy, explaining how these primary colors 
could be combined to create a multitude of shades in between:

Although it would be some time before the color wheel’s concept finally took over, the 
notion of suggesting color relationships through smarter information design had taken 
root.

             Below: Modern color wheels can be quite stunning and almost magical in appearance.

Probably one of the more simple charts to show the colors of a color system. This is often used by artists to look at paint pigments and map out pure, secondary 
and tertiary color spaces. Commonly seen in paints such as acrylics, watercolors and oils. Also used in the fabric industry as a guide for setting up color pallets, 
for web page design and interior design as well. Most color wheels use the Red, Blue and Yellow colors as their Primary Hues.

Above Image Credit: http://scrapalishus.com.au/page/49/Delicious-ColourAbove Image Credit: Johannes Itten (1961)
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The foundations of pre-20th-century color theory were built around “pure” or ideal colors, characterized by sensory experiences rather than attributes of the 
physical world. The most important problem has been a confusion between the behavior of light at different wavelengths, called additive color, versus the 
behavior of paint, ink, dye, or pigment mixtures, called subtractive color. This problem arises because the absorption of light by material substances follows 
different rules from the perception of light emissions by the eye. With this idea in mind we can now start systematizing color in a scientific way.

How We Define Color - Colorimetry Models:

• Additive & Subtractive Color Spaces  (Developed during the early 1700’s and still used Today]

Additive Colors are the model to describe how the emission of 
visible light energy works. As more wavelengths of light get added 
together, the perception of color moves closer to white light. This 
is how your computer monitor, television and the sun works. Your 
eyes are most sensitive to Red, Blue and Green light emissions 
and mixes the values to sense all the colors we see.

Subtractive Colors are the model to describe how inks and dyes 
work. As more pigments get added together, the color perception 
moves closer to black. This is how printing works. In the subtrac-
tive system, various colors of pigments combine to create the 
perception of color. It uses light emissions to reflect off a media to 
get to your eyes.

Additive Color: Subtractive Color:

Yellow

Magenta Cyan

Red Green

Blue

Black
White
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As we discussed, additive color spaces are defined by light emission to the eye. As more frequencies (colors) are added into the spectrum of emitted colors, 
the more the perception moves toward white light. From the primary combination of Red, Blue and Green, the secondary colors or Cyan, Magenta and Yellow 
are created. This became the basis behind the Subtractive color model that led to modern printing techniques and 4-color process color theory. Another way of 
thinking about Additive and Subtractive color models is as Emitted light and Reflected Color.

How We Define Color - Colorimetry Models:

• Additive & Subtractive Color Spaces  (Developed during the early 1700’s and still used Today]

How Additive Colors are Created:
How Subtractive Color is Created:

Red, Blue and Green light are added together to create the spectrum of colors. This chart 
breaks down how light, your computer monitor and your television works to display color.

Color pigments or dyes are combined on a substrate to create colors. Changing the amount 
of the pigments creates different hues and intensities. The pigments absorb certain light 

frequencies to reflect color to the observer off of the substrate.

All the colors at full intensity
lead to white.

All the colors at full intensity
lead to black.
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How We Define Color - Color Gamut Models:

• The Birth of Modern Color Systems - RGB  (c.1860 and still in use]
An RGB color space is any additive color space based on the RGB color model. A particular RGB color space is defined by the three colors of the red, green, and 
blue additive primaries, and can produce any color that is within the triangle defined by those primary colors. The complete specification of an RGB color space 
also requires a white point definition and a viewing correction curve. As of 2007, sRGB is by far the most commonly used RGB color space.

Red, Blue, Green are abbreviated to the RGB Color Space
RGB is a convenient color model for computer graphics because the human visual 
system works in a way that is similar — though not identical — to an RGB color space. 
The most commonly used RGB color spaces are sRGB and Adobe RGB (which has a 
significantly larger gamut). RGB colors are defined on an 8-bit numbering system of 0 to 
255 for each trichromatic value.
 RGB is a device-dependent color model: different devices detect or reproduce 
a given RGB value differently, since the color elements (such as phosphors or dyes) 
and their response to the individual R, G, and B levels vary from manufacturer to manu-
facturer, or even in the same device over time. Thus an RGB value does not define the 
same color across different devices without some kind of color management.
 Typical RGB input devices are digital cameras, video cameras, image scan-
ners, video games, and digital cameras. Typical RGB output devices are TV sets of 
various technologies (CRT, LCD, plasma, etc.), computer and mobile phone displays, 
video projectors, and large screens such as the 
JumboTron. Color printers, on the other hand, 
are not RGB devices, but subtractive color 
devices, typically CMYK colors.

Because RGB is device dependent, different devices and 
different RGB color models will display colors inconsistently

RGB Color 3D Cube Model:

Image Credit: http://www.infocellar.com/Graphics/color-theory.htm
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How We Define Color - Color Gamut Models:

• The Birth of Modern Color Systems - CMY Color Printing  (c.1860s to the early 1920s]
An CMY color space is a subtractive color space based on the RGB color model. It was a result of studying the RGB light based model and using color theory to 
come up with a model for printing with dyes and pigments. A photographic process was developed that could take color photographs and separate the colors into 
CMY using the properties of light.

Cyan, Magenta and Yellow are abbreviated to the CMY Color Space
As you can see from the visual reference, the mixing of RGB lights yields CMY secondary colors. 
So what happens if you use the CMY as a method of subtractive color mixing? You get the basis 
behind the modern printing process!

Since RGB and CMYK spaces are both device-dependent spaces, there is no simple or general 
conversion formula that converts color between them. 

A general method that emerged for the case of printing is to treat each tiny overlap of dots as 
one of 8 (combinations of CMY) colors, which in this context are known as Neugebauer pri-
maries. The Neugebauer equations are a set of equations used to model color printing systems, developed by Hans E. J. 
Neugebauer. They were intended to predict the color produced by a combination of halftones printed in cyan, magenta, 
and yellow inks. While the equations were used to create color CMY separations from photographs, the CMY model was 
lacking in overall weight. This is because the CMY inks were not a perfect representation of the RGB light model and could 
not completely absorb the visual spectrum. As a result, 100%C, 100%M and 100%Y looked more like a deep bronzy gray 
instead of a deep black. 

Some other problems with the CMY model:
• Type and many photographs were typically just printed in Black (Key) ink so another ink was still needed.
• A combination of 100% cyan, magenta, and yellow inks soaks the paper with ink, making it slower to dry, causing 

bleeding, or (especially on cheap paper such as newsprint) weakening the paper so much that it tears.
• Using black ink is much less expensive than using the corresponding amounts of colored inks.

This quickly led to using Black ink and CMY printing was supplanted by the 4 color (CMYK) process printing to 
provide more satisfactory results. The K isn’t for Black, its for “key plate”. The “key plate” is said to add the detail 
to a printed image. This is true in that the black plate in a four color process print pushes the contrast and creates 
detail.

CMY Color Separations c.1903
Image Credit: Wikipedia, Copywright 1903 by Good, Mead & Company
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How We Define Color - Color Gamut Models:

• The Birth of Modern Color Systems - CMYK Printing Models  (Early 1880’s and still in use]
Color printing is the reproduction of an image or text in color (as opposed to simpler black and white or monochrome printing). CMYK or 4-color process printing 
arose out of the Additive/Subtractive color theory models as a practical way to reproduce a photographic representation within a book or on paper to be mass pro-
duced. Yellow, cyan and magenta are merely the “basic” secondary Additive Colors and unequal mixtures of the CMY ink primaries give rise to perception of many 
more colors.  Black ink was added in to solve some of the deficiencies of the CMY ink combinations. Review additive and subtractive color on page 24-25.

CMYK Printing
While there are many techniques for reproducing images in color, specific graphic processes 
and industrial equipment are used for mass reproduction of color images on paper. In this 
sense, “color printing” involves reproduction techniques suited for printing presses capable of 
thousands or millions of impressions for publishing newspapers and magazines, brochures, 
cards, posters and similar mass-market items. In this type of industrial or commercial printing, 
the technique used to print full-color images, such as color photographs, is referred to as 
four-color-process or merely process printing. Four inks are used: three secondary colors plus 
black. These ink colors are cyan, magenta, yellow and black; abbreviated as CMYK.
 Percentages of CMYK inks are combined on paper, or any acceptable media, in a 
process called “screening”. Inks used in color printing presses are semi-transparent and can 
be printed on top of each other to produce different hues. For example, green results from 
printing yellow and cyan inks on top of each other. However, a printing press cannot vary the 
opacity amount of ink applied to particular picture areas except through “screening,” a process 
that represents lighter shades as tiny dots, rather than solid areas of ink. This is analogous 
to mixing white paint into a color to lighten it, except the white is the paper itself. In process 
color printing, the screened image, or halftone for each ink color is printed in succession. The 
screen grids are set at different angles, and the dots therefore create tiny rosettes, which, 
through a kind of optical illusion, appear to form a continuous-tone image. You can view the 
half-toning, which enables printed images, by examining a printed picture under magnification.
 Screens with a “frequency” of 60 to 120 lines per inch (lpi) reproduce color photo-
graphs in newspapers. The coarser the screen (lower frequency), the lower the quality of the 
printed image. Highly absorbent newsprint requires a lower screen frequency than less-absor-
bent coated paper stock used in magazines and books, where screen frequencies of 133 to 
200 lpi and higher are used.

Process Colors

CMYK percentages are separated from the 
image and used to create all the colors for 
representing an image.

CMYK percentages are turned to a dot pattern 
(screened) and used to create colors.

Screen Pattern Rosette
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How We Define Color - Color Gamut Models:

• The Birth of Modern Color Systems - Munsell  (Developed during the early 1900’s and still used Today]
A true color system is extremely expensive to develop and produce. Extensive research over many years is required to define a color space that accommodates all 
the colors humans can see, and where those colors are evenly arranged within that space. There must be studies in which a number of individuals judge the visual 
spacing between pairs of colors, the results compiled and published so other scientists can verify the spacing. After this phase is complete, color samples are 
individually produced to fit at determined points within that color space. At the time that the Munsell color system was developed, it was also necessary to invent 
instruments that can reliably characterize colors. Finally, there is the expense of producing more than a thousand colors to very close tolerances.

During the Nineteenth Century, at least twenty eight color systems were proposed in various three dimensional forms. They were arranged in a double pyramid, in 
a hemisphere, in cubes, in cubes standing on one corner, in globes, in triangles, in cones, and in nested cylinders.

Professor Albert H. Munsell, an artist and art teacher, developed the basic principles of his color order 
system mainly for the purpose of bringing order to the study of color.  Munsell wanted one to “see” color 
based on its three-dimensional attributes of hue, value and chroma.
 Munsell’s discovery of the three-dimensional aspect of color offered the order Munsell was 
looking for not only in terms of each individual color, but also each color’s relationship to other colors. He 
published the basic principles of the color order system in his 1905 book, A Color Notation. In 1915, he 
published The Munsell Atlas of Color, which was the predecessor to today’s Munsell Books of Color.
 In colorimetry, the Munsell color system is a color space that specifies colors based on three 
color dimensions: hue (color family), value (lightness), and chroma (color purity). It was created by him in 
the first decade of the 20th century and adopted by the USDA as the official color system for soil research 
in the 1930s. Several earlier color order systems had placed colors into a three dimensional color solid of 
one form or another, but Munsell was the first to separate hue, value, and chroma into perceptually uni-
form and independent dimensions, and was the first to systematically illustrate the colors in three dimen-
sional space. Munsell’s system, particularly the later re-notations, is based on rigorous measurements of 
human subjects’ visual responses to color, putting it on a firm experimental scientific basis. Because of 
this basis in human visual perception, Munsell’s system has outlasted its contemporary color models, and 
though it has been superseded for some uses by models such as CIELAB (La*b*), it is still in wide use 
today.
 The Munsell color-order system has gained international acceptance. It is described in un-
abridged dictionaries and encyclopedias as well as in specialized publications on art, design, color 
photography, television, printing, paint, textiles and plastics. It is recognized as one of the first standard 
scientific systems of color.

The Munsell Color System
Characterized by 100 evenly
spaced hues around
a circle.

Image Credit: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Munsell_color_system
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Textiles and Clothing Industries
The Standard Color Reference of America was issued in 1915 for the purpose of simplifying color work by standard-
izing color for the U.S. The card offers a palette for color choice and at the same time helps to facilitate the selection 
of colors. This group is primarily directed to the textile, fashion and environmental industries. It can be effectively 
used by everyone who has the responsibility of matching and combining colors.
 Each page offers a series of harmonious color combinations whether by color pairing or by groups.  Like 
previously published editions, the new 1981 Standard reference presents a comprehensive palette for color choice 
and is a help to facilitate the selection and coordination of shades. The Standard Color reference is a supplemented 
by a special U.S. Army Color Card showing, in silk ribbon form, the key shades of the U.S. Armed Forces, which are 
approved and accepted by the Quartermaster General.
 Note that the standard name or standard number will always signify the color so designated in this card. 
The names which have been adopted are purely descriptive and to be used only in such manner. In order to facil-
itate choice and coordination of colors, the pure silk samples have been arranged to afford the user a medium to 
visualize both the highlights and low-lights of each color. Therefore, when matching to a brilliant shiny surface use 
the satin side of the fabric; when matching to a dull surface use the flat side of the fabric.
 The variables in the textile industry start with the raw materials. Organic fabric, like wool and cotton, can 
take dyes differently according to the oil content and individual strands. The same with silk. The clothing dyes all 
have a tolerance of color and the drying and curing times will also play a major 
role in the color fidelity of the final products. Local Fabric mills often hired col-
orists to reproduce special colors on fabrics as well as employing fabric swatch 
formulas to communicate the color match. Today, with modern color matching 
equipment, the fabric industry is moving towards a completely electronic process.

How We Define Color - Color Gamut Models:

• The Birth of Modern Color Systems - Textile Color Standards  (c.1915 till today]
In the Beginnings of civilization, the colorization of cloth and other textiles was largely a family business, hinging on getting the right plants, minerals or animal 
products to produce the dyes. Even just a hundred years ago, clothing color standards were based on swatches that were subjectively matched by eye. Over the 
last hundred years, fabric swatches were shipped to textile mills for production. Today, the industry is working towards global color standardization and electronic 
submission of color (sometimes called e-dips).

Swatch based Fabric Color Guide
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How We Define Color - Color Gamut Models:

• The Birth of Modern Color Systems - Ostwald System  (c.1923 till today]
Ostwald System was developed by the German scientist Wilhelm Ostwald (1853-1932) who is regarded as one of the fathers of modern physical chemistry. Intro-
duced in 1923, Ostwald System succeeded in further systematizing both psychologically and physically the study of color.  According to Ostwald System, the 
color of an object is made up of pure color along with white and black. Then, with respect to red, yellow, green and blue, an imaginary full color is assumed.

Ostwald Color Space
The word harmony symbolizes what Ostwald wanted to achieve with colors. Experience had 
shown him (and others) that some color combinations could be seen as pleasant (or harmoni-
ous), while others were unpleasant. The question was why, and whether a law could be formu-
lated. With his analysis of color-harmony, Ostwald proceeds on the basis of his conviction that 
harmony is created by color-order. 
 The four colors; red, yellow, green and blue form two complementary sets. Psychologi-
cally, these four colors function as primary colors. These four colors are arranged into four equal 
sections on a circle, each of which is further divided into two equal sections thereby increasing 
the number of colors to eight. Spaces between each color are then divided into three equal 
parts to yield a hue circle with a total of 24 hues (hues 1-24). The equilateral triangle formed by 
connecting points from the pure color, black and white categories is known as a monochromatic 
triangle. The space surrounded by 24 equilateral triangles mainly along the black and white 
axes is known as the Ostwald color solid.
 The Ostwald and Munsell color systems match colors to a set of standard samples. 
The Ostwald system creates a color space based on dominant wavelength, purity, and lumi-
nance, mapping the values of hue, saturation and brightness. Establishing the values for these 
parameters is done with a disc color meter which mixes on a disk amounts of the pure spectral 
color at the dominant wavelength with white, and black . Thus the point in the Ostwald color 
space is represented by values C,W, and B to represent the percentages of the circle. For 
example 35,15,50 represents 35% full color, 15% white, and 50% black. Colors with the same 
color code number have equivalent white, black and full color content.
 This extremely high level of orderliness is one of the outstanding features of Ostwald 
System. In terms of color design, Ostwald System offers the convenience of producing mechani-
cal color harmony.

Ostwald 3D Gamut

Magenta Gamut Slice

Wire frame View

Image Credit: http://art-design-glossary.musabi.ac.jp/color-solid/
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• The Birth of Modern Color Systems - Commission on Illumination (CIE)  (c.1931 and still in use]
The CIE 1931 color spaces are the first defined quantitative links between physical pure colors (i.e. wavelengths) in the electromagnetic visible spectrum, and 
physiological perceived colors in human color vision. The mathematical relationships that defines these color spaces are essential tools for color management. 
They allow one to translate different physical responses to visible light in color inks, illuminated displays, and recording devices such as digital cameras, into a 
universal human color vision response. 

CIEXYZ 1931
CIE 1931 RGB color space and CIE 1931 XYZ color space were created by the Interna-
tional Commission on Illumination (CIE) in 1931. The CIE XYZ color space was derived 
from a series of experiments done in the late 1920s by William Wright and John Guild. 
Their experimental results were combined into the specification of the CIE RGB color 
space, from which the CIE XYZ color space was derived.

The CIE XYZ color space encompasses all color sensations that an average person can 
experience. That is why CIE XYZ is a device independant color representation. It serves 
as a standard reference against which many other color spaces are defined since it 
encompasses the full average range of human color vision.

The diagram represents all of the colors visible to the average person. These are shown 
in color and this region is called the gamut of human vision. The gamut of all visible 
color values on the CIE plot is the tongue-shaped or horseshoe-shaped figure shown in 
color. (You will see this representation throughout this document)

CIE XYZ takes into consideration the illumination source in 
Kelvins, the angle of the observer and the distribution of rods/
cones in the average person’s eye. It is truly a model based on 
how humans see light. It can even describe and accommodate 
spectral values outside the range of human vision as can be 
seen in the chart where human vision lies within the colors, and 
the white grid lies outside of human vision.

CIEXYZ 3D View

Image Credit: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CIE_1931_color_space#Tristimulus_values

All Possible Colors
Humans can Perceive
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• The Birth of Modern Color Systems - Pantone Color Matching  (Developed during the early 1950’s and still used Today]
Munsell’s system led to many modern representations that we often see today such as the Pantone Color Systems and the paint swatch cards commonly seen at 
many paint stores. Pantone began as the commercial printing company of M & J Levine Advertising in the 1950’s in New York City. One of their employees, Law-
rence Herbert, used his knowledge to systematize the companies pigments and production of colored inks. By 1962 he was running the company.

Pantone Color Matching System (PMS)
The idea behind the PMS is to allow designers to “color match” specific colors when a design enters the 
production stage, regardless of the equipment used to produce the color. This system has been widely 
adopted by graphic designers for reproduction and printing houses. By standardizing the colors, different 
manufacturers in different locations can all refer to the Pantone Color Matching System to make sure 
colors match without direct contact with one another.

One such use is standardizing colors in the CMYK process. The CMYK process is a method of printing 
color by using four inks—cyan, magenta, yellow, and black. A majority of the world’s printed material is 
produced using the CMYK process, and there is a special subset of Pantone colors that can be repro-
duced using CMYK. Those that are possible to simulate through the CMYK process are labeled as such 
within the company’s guides.

However, most of the Pantone system’s 1,114 spot colors cannot be simulated within CMYK but with 
13 base pigments (14 including black) mixed in specified amounts. The Pantone system also allows for 
many special colors to be produced, such as metallics and fluorescents. Pantone also produced Hexa-
chrome, a patented six-color printing system. In addition to custom CMYK inks, Hexachrome added 
orange and green inks to expand the color possbilities, for wider color reproduction.

Pantone asserts that their lists of color numbers and pigment values are the intellectual property of 
Pantone and free use of the list is not allowed. This is frequently held as a reason Pantone colors cannot 
be supported in open-source software and are not often found in low-cost software. With the Pantone 
system, the ideas explored here are somewhat reversed as Pantone is not a color perception system, 
but a formula of colorants that offers a model for communicating color consistency.

One Example of the  
many Pantone Swatch 
Color Books
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• The Birth of Modern Color Systems - Television Broadcast Y’ UV  (Late 1960’s and still in use]

Television Broadcast Color Standards (YUV)
YUV encodes a color image or video taking human perception into account, allowing reduced band-
width for color components, thereby typically enabling transmission errors or compression artifacts 
to be more efficiently masked by human perception than using a “direct” RGB-representation. Other 
color spaces have similar properties, and the main reason to implement or investigate properties of 
Y’UV would be for interfacing with analog or digital television or photographic equipment that con-
forms to an Y’UV standards.
 The scope of the terms Y’UV, YUV, YIQ, YCbCr, YPbPr, etc., is sometimes ambiguous and 
overlapping. Historically, the terms YUV and Y’UV were used for a specific analog encoding of color 
information in television systems, while YCbCr was used for digital encoding of color information 
suited for video and still-image compression and transmission such as MPEG and JPEG. Today, the 
term YUV is commonly used in the computer industry to describe file-formats that are encoded using 
YCbCr.
 The Y’UV model defines a color space in terms of one luma (Y’) and two color value (UV) 
components. The Y’UV color model is used in the PAL and SECAM composite color video standards. 
Previous black-and-white systems used only luma (Y’) information. Color information (U and V) was 
added separately via a sub-carrier so that a black-and-white receiver would still be able to receive 
and display a color picture transmission in the receiver’s native black-and-white format.
 This model is very similar to Lab and RGB color spaces. So much so, that the Y channel can 
be seen as the Luminance in Lab, while the color gamut itself is almost identical 
to Adobe RGB in terms of color reproduction for SD television, or sRGB for HD 
television. The standards that are published and measured are very close in to 
these two RGB color spaces respectively. This mostly has to do with the Tri-color 
phosphors used in the televisions themselves.

Y’UV was invented when engineers wanted color television in a black-and-white infrastructure. They needed a signal transmission method that was compatible 
with black-and-white (B&W) TV while being able to add color. The luma component already existed as the black and white signal; so they added the UV signal to 
this as a color communication solution.

YUV color can be thought of as cube, 
often pictured the same way as RGB 
color gamuts, but its signal is broken 
down into Grayscale, and two color 
axis like Lab color. To the Left: YUV 
slices of color by luminance values.

Y’UV 3D Gamut

Image Credit: https://users.ics.aalto.fi/perellm1/thesis.shtml
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• The Birth of Modern Color Systems - Natural Color System  (c.1969 and still in use]
Natural Color System (NCS) was presented by Sweden Color Center at the occasion of the First AIC (Association Internationale de la Couleur) Congress, held in 
Stockholm in June of 1969. NCS is a standardized abstract system which expresses perception, and is based on psychological primary colors. NCS closely resem-
bles W. Ostwald’s system. However, the fact that Ostwald System standardizes physical reality while NCS standardizes psychological reality, clearly distinguishes 
the difference between the two.

Example:
Color Notation for S 1070-Y10R
NCS Notation S 1070-Y10R describes a color that is included in the standard col-
lection (S) and lies in between the yellow (Y) and red (R) color span with:

• 10% perceived red (the remaining 90% going towards yellow)
• 10% perceived Blackness
• 70% perceived Chromaticness
   This means the color looks like a quite strong yellow.

Natural Color System (NCS)
The objective of the Swedish color researchers was to establish a color-system 
with which a user with normal color vision could determine colors without having 
to depend on color measuring instruments or color-samples. Six elementary 
color sensations, black, white, yellow, red, blue and green, are placed at the six 
determining points of the double-cone, with the achromatic colors at the tips and 
the four chromatic colors at equal distances in the color circle. A three-dimen-
sional frame is thus formed, defined by elementary color sensations in which 
each color perception is located according to hue.

NCS 2D View NCS 3D Gamut View

Image Credits: http://www.ncscolour.com/en/natural-colour-system/
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• The Birth of Modern Color Systems - Practical Color System (c.1964 and still in use]
PCCS is a color system made public in 1964 by Japan Color Research Institute, who developed it as a color system to put in practice its new color co-ordinate 
theory, derived from over 10 years of study and research on color harmony.  It has greatly contributed to the education and practice of color harmony in graphics 
and designing, and is recognized as a color system of Japanese origin. 

Practical Color Coordinate System (PCCS)
As indicated in the diagram, tones are separated into 12 chromatic colors and 3 
achromatic colors, which are codified. 
 The hues in the PCCS are basically made of 8 colors including psycho-
logical four primary colors, red, yellow, green and blue, and their four compli-
mentary colors plus four in-between colors with the same degree 
of difference. Between these 12 colors, further colors are added 
to compose a hue circle of a total of 24 colors. In this hue circle, 
the three optical primary colors and colors close to the three 
primary colors of color materials are included. The number 24 is 
a measure of 2 and 3, convenient for the arrangement of colors. 
 The Munsell value system is used to indicate value in the PCCS, with 
a 0.5 scale indicator, indicating 9.5, 9.0, 8.5.... Chroma in the PCCS introduces 
the concept of saturation, adopting chroma of 11 levels, with the maximum set at 
chroma 10s as a virtual pure color common to all hues. This is a distinct feature 
not found in the Munsell color system.
 Color in the PCCS is represented by combining the hue number from 
1 to 24 and the tone in abbreviated letters, v2 (vivid red), dk16 (dark greenish 
blue) are examples of the two-characteristic (hue/tone) representation. In the 
world of color co-ordination, it is important that the combination of coloring is 
kept simple and can easily convey the image.
 While the Munsell Color System possesses an analogue continuity, 
PCCS is digital, which makes this representation system not only distinct, but 
also a more modern system suitable to the present age.

PCCS 3D View PCCS 2D Views

PCCS Hues
Image Credit: https://www.daicolor.co.jp/english/color_e/color_e01.html
      http://etech.gac.ntnu.edu.tw/responsiva/web/web_color.html
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• The Birth of Modern Color Systems - LAB  (c.1976 and still in use]
Unlike the RGB and CMYK color models, Lab color is designed to approximate human vision. It aspires to perceptual uniformity, and its L component closely 
matches human perception of lightness. It is the color model used to create device links and do color transformations between different color systems, and create 
ICC profiles in nearly all digital color management processes. It was developed from CIEXYZ and Hunter color spaces in 1976.

CIELAB Color Space or Just “Lab”
A Lab color space is a color-opponent space with dimension L for lightness and a and b for the 
color-opponent dimensions, based on non-linearly compressed (e.g. CIE XYZ color space) co-
ordinates. The terminology originates from the three dimensions of the Hunter 1948 color space, 
which are L, a, and b.
 The “Lab” color space includes all perceivable colors, which means that its gamut 
exceeds those of the RGB and CMYK color models (for example, PhotoPro RGB includes about 
90% all perceivable colors). One of the most important attributes of the L*a*b* model is device 
independence. This means that the colors are defined independent of their nature of creation or 
the device they are displayed on. The LAB color space is used when graphics for print have to be 
converted from RGB to CMYK, as the LAB gamut includes both the RGB and CMYK gamut. Also 
it is used as an interchange format between different devices because of its device independence. 
The space itself is a three-dimensional real number space, that contains an infinite possible repre-
sentations of color.
 The lightness, L, represents the darkest black at L = 0, and the brightest white at L = 100. 
The color channels, “a” and “b”, will represent true neutral gray values at a = 0 and b = 0. The red/
green opponent colors are represented along the a axis, with green at negative a values and red 
at positive a values. The yellow/blue opponent colors are represented along the b axis, with blue 
at negative b values and yellow at positive b values. The scaling and limits of the a and b axes 
will depend on the specific implementation of Lab color, but they often run in the range of ±100 or 
−128 to +128 (256 or 8 bit color communication).
 In addition, many of the “colors” within Lab space fall outside the gamut of human vision, 
and are therefore purely imaginary; these “colors” cannot be reproduced in the physical world. 
 Through color management software (such as that built into image editing applications), 
the closest in-gamut approximation will be picked, changing lightness, chroma, and sometimes 
hue in the process, to find the best color match between color spaces.

LAB 3D View

CIELAB Stick View

LAB Color Wheel

+b

-b

-a

+a
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• The Birth of Modern Color Systems - HSV / HSL / HSI  (Late 1970’s and still in use]
HSL and HSV are the two most common cylindrical-coordinate representations of points in an RGB color model. The two representations rearrange the geometry 
of RGB in an attempt to be more intuitive and perceptually relevant than the Cartesian (cube) representation. Developed in the 1970s for computer graphics appli-
cations, HSL and HSV are used today in color pickers, in image editing software, and less commonly in image analysis and computer vision.

Hue, Saturation, Brightness or...
Image editing software also commonly includes tools for adjusting colors with reference to 
HSL or HSV coordinates, or to coordinates in a model based on the “intensity” and hue. In 
particular, tools with a pair of “hue” and “saturation” sliders are commonplace, dating to at 
least the late-1980s, but various more complicated color tools have also been implement-
ed accross many graphics programs.

HSL stands for hue, saturation, and lightness, and is also often called HLS. HSV stands 
for hue, saturation, and value, and is also often called HSB (B for brightness). A third 
model, common in computer vision applications, is HSI, for hue, saturation, and intensity.

HSL and HSV are simple transformations of RGB which preserve symmetries in the RGB 
cube unrelated to human perception, and trades this in for an equal treatment of all color 
coordinates.

HSL 3D Cone Gamut HSV 3D Cone Gamut

HSL 3D Cylinder Gamut HSV 3D Cylinder Gamut

Software Color Pickers
Credit: Wikipedia & SharkD
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• The Birth of Modern Color Systems - Web Hexadecimal  (Late 1990’s and still in use]
Web colors have an unambiguous colorimetric definition, sRGB, which relates the intensity of a particular phosphor set, a given transfer curve, adaptive white-
point, and viewing conditions. These have been chosen to be similar to many real-world monitors and viewing conditions, so that even without color management, 
rendering is fairly close to the specified values. However, web browsers vary in the fidelity with which they represent the specified colors. More advanced brows-
ers use color management to provide better color fidelity; which is particularly important for Web-to-print applications.

Web Hexadecimal Coding
Web colors are colors used in designing web browser pages, and the methods for describ-
ing and specifying those colors. Hexadecimal color codes begin with a hash (#). There are 
over 256 basic hexadecimal HTML color codes these colors when used in different combi-
nations can produce any color that is needed. For example, in the color red, the color code 
is #FF0000, which is ‘255’ red, ‘0’ green, and ‘0’ blue. These color codes can be used to 
change the color of the background, text, and tables on a web page.
 Authors of web pages have a variety of options available for specifying colors for el-
ements of web documents. Colors may be specified as an RGB triplet in hexadecimal format 
(a hex triplet); they may also be specified according to their common English names in some 
cases. Often, a color tool or other graphics software is used to generate color values. The 
first versions of Mosaic and Netscape Navigator used the X11 color names as the basis for 
their color lists, as both started as X Window System applications. 
 A hex triplet is a six-digit, three-byte hexadecimal number used in HTML, CSS, 
SVG, and other computing applications, to represent colors. The bytes represent the red, 
green and blue components of the color. One byte represents a number in the range 00 to 
FF (in hexadecimal notation), or 0 to 255 in decimal notation. This represents the least (0) to 
the most (255) intensity of each of the color components. Thus web colors specify colors in 
the Truecolor (24-bit RGB) color scheme.
 Basically, Web Browser color systems are a subset of the sRGB color space coded 
in Hexadecimal. A smaller subset, called Websafe, further increased color fidelity by creating 
an 8-bit color palette that could be safely recreated on all early color monitors.

Hexadecimal Coding values for Monitor Safe Colors
Image Credit: John Hinds 2011
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• The Birth of Modern Color Systems - Universal Paint Pigments & Tints  (Late 1990’s and still in use]

Universal Paint Pigments & Tints
It’s no wonder that you can spend hours picking the right paint. Not only is 
there a huge chemical industry behind making the base paint, but also the col-
ors as well. On top of the major paint companies, others like Blue Pearl or Mixol 
also create their own paint colorants to sell to consumers.

Paint Colorants vary from brand to brand. So, to begin, we have to ask which 
brand do you want to start with. Some consumers are very savvy on paint and 
will be loyal over many years to a particular brand, while others are not so 
finicky. Most Paint Manufactures, like Behr or Sherwin Williams, will produce 
their own paint pigments that are used to create the paint swatch samples for 
their brand. 

Many Home Improvement/DIY stores will partner with a few particular paint 
manufactures and typically keep anywhere from 10 to 25 paint color tint pig-
ments on hand to match colors. Some even have sophisticated libraries that 
allow them to get very close to other brands of paints. An example of this is if 
I used a Valspar Hunter Green but I was at a store that only sold Dutch Boy 
paint, they might still be able to match the color.

Like Pantone, this is a system for matching color and utilizes LAB color science 
to reproduce and create colors. Computerized color-photometry aids them in 
matching colors that are brought in to match. However, with so many pigments 
to match the swatch, it usually just gets pretty close.

Paint companies spend millions of dollars annually on color management and Colorist to come up with new colors, cheaper ways to make pigments and the color 
science is largely based on carefully documenting the behavior of the tint formulas and how they interact with each other to create the huge variety of colors we 
see at the DIY store. Don’t forget about the marketing and writers to come up with those catchy and sometimes humorous names.

Online tools for picking a paint color abound, 
but this is an “ify” process at best. See the 
Problems and Tolerances Section for further 
explanation.
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• The Birth of Modern Color Systems - Artists Paint Pigments  (c.2002 and still in use]
Stephen Quiller is an internationally known painter who works primarily in water media, monotypes, and intaglio printmaking. He is best known for his innovative 
approach to water media painting: watercolor, gouache, acrylic, casein and their combinations, and for his use of color. He has written six books on the subject 
and has created a well know system for organizing the various artist paint pigments into a easily followed paint pigment color wheel.

The Quiller Wheel - Red, Blue, Yellow Colorspace
Used by thousands of painters, crafts people, and interior decorators to 
help them with color mixing and color relationships. Updated and revised 
in 2007. One of the most important advantages is that this color wheel 
lists only colors that are rated light-fast by the American Standard Trade 
Materials Association. 

• It utilizes only colors that have been given a high permanency rating. This 
will ensure painters that the colors they are using will last.  

• It is an important tool for artists interested in enhancing their use of color. 
It will help the painter achieve optimum color balance and harmonious 
color relationships as well as to aid in the mixing of beautiful semi-neutral 
colors.  

• An organized chart that carefully labels the paint 
names with their color hues to all the artist to pick 
and choose colors, and color mixtures with greater 
ease. 

• Water color, Acrylic and Oil-Paint pigments are listed. 

• More than 70 artist tube colors are located on the wheel for the most 
accurate analogous, complementary and triad mixes.

Image Credit: https://migueldemontoro.wordpress.com/2011/03/07/la-rueda-de-colores-i/
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• The Birth of Modern Color Systems - A Comparison between the Color Spaces and how Information is Stored Within Them
We have gone over quite a few ideas on how to store and communicate color information. Below is a chart of the most popularly used digital formats for a visual 
reference of how the color information is stored in the files. This gives the reader a better idea of the differences between the formats and the way that each color 
space holds the digital information in its own way.

RGB Color CMY Color CMYK Color YIQ Color HSV Color HSL Color Lab Color

Full Color
Information

Channel 1

Channel 2

Channel 3

Channel 4

Image Credit: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CMYK_color_model
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